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Individual connection
 including post-top flange

for mast spigot Ø60mm
and  Ø76mm or mast
attachment flange for
mast spigot  Ø60mm

 Mast flange adjustable
from -15° to 0° in 5°
increments

Optional tool-less
component exchange

 After releasing the captive screws, the
safety glass folds down and is made of
special, flexible connections
Hostaphan held.

 LED board and electronic block can be
removed quickly and easily
independently.

Optical system

 The free-form lens optics
of the Tessia guarantee
high visual comfort and
precise light control.



Technical information

 Tessia 550 up to 9300 lm

 Tessia 650 up to 15200 lm

 as approach or post light including post-top flange for mast spigot Ø60mm and

Ø76mm or mast extension boom for mast spigot Ø60mm

 Mast flange adjustable from -15° to 0° in 5° increment

 High voltage protection up to 10 KVL

 factory-connected connecting cable in different length

 optional tool-free replacement of components

 ambient temperature up to 55 ° (power-dependent)

 die-cast aluminum

 anti-reflex safety glass in 6 mm thickness

 DALI, fixed value, HNS, dynamic and CLT

 Selux graphite or special finish



Versatile variants for 
maximum quality

2 luminaire sizes

Tessia 550 / Tessia 650

65
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330

780

60140

270

675

Tessia 550        Tessia 650



Light distributions

With eight efficient, practical 
light distributions, Tessia can 
be flexibly adapted to 
different situations in urban 
areas



Tessia family
The post-top luminaire Tessia offers both 
high-quality and economical solutions for 
lighting small and large streets. Tessia can 
be flexibly adapted to various situations in 
the urban space as an attachment or 
post-top luminaire.



Save energy and
costs 
Tessia luminaires can be switched and
dimmed via a DALI interface. Through the
use of intelligent controls, the light is
controlled according to need and
individually.



Specification, IES files and 
downloads 

Click Here >>>

https://www.selux.com/aus/en/exterior/products/tessia
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